Visual Attention: What Inattention Reveals about the Brain
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The precise contribution of brain regions to selective attention is disputed. New research identifies what happens to nodes in the attention network when one of them is inactivated and reveals whether they might have a causal role in directing attention.

Brains have limited capacity. They cannot process all the rich, diverse array of information that impinges upon our peripheral sense organs on a millisecond by millisecond basis. Nor would this be a very efficient strategy, because only a tiny fraction of that information is potentially useful. Hence items have to compete for selection, either by being more physically salient or because animals are biased to prioritise certain types of information. The processes that underlie such selectivity and prioritisation are referred to as selective attention. A new study by Bogadhi et al. [1], reported recently in Current Biology, uses an innovative strategy that combines four different methods to provide important insights into cortical contributions to selective attention. The results lead to a provocative conclusion that deserves careful consideration.

Technically, the study is a tour de force. By combining functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with electrophysiological recordings, microstimulation and local reversible inactivation of brain regions in macaque monkeys, Bogadhi et al. [1] have managed to pull off a startling feat. First, they mapped cortical brain regions that are active when the animals performed a covert visual attention task — one where they attend to a peripheral location while keeping their eyes still. This allowed the investigators to observe the network of brain regions that become active during selective spatial attention. Then, using recording electrodes and microstimulation, they localized the superior colliculus, a region which lies in the midbrain, high in the brainstem. The colliculus is directly connected to cortical regions implicated in selective covert attention. It also plays a pivotal role in directing overt shifts of gaze to visual targets, and it was possible by stimulating this region to evoke rapid eye movements into the opposite — contralateral — side of space.

Next, reversible pharmacological inactivation of the colliculus on one side of the brain was conducted using muscimol, a GABA receptor agonist, while monkeys performed the covert attention task. This led to deficits in spatially selective visual inattention, with the animals becoming significantly worse in detecting salient events contralateral to the inactivated colliculus, even when no eye movements were required. The key new strategy employed here was simultaneously to use fMRI to establish what happens to the cortical attention network during this state of unilateral inattention, induced temporarily by inactivating one colliculus. The results revealed that there was significant reduction of activity across nodes of the cortical attention network. In addition to previously commonly identified brain regions in posterior parietal cortex — such as the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) — and the frontal eye fields (FEF), there was deactivation within a small area located in the floor of the superior temporal sulcus (STS). In fact, rather surprisingly, the greatest reduction of activity occurred in this region (Figure 1), leading the authors to suggest that this area might indeed be far more important than parietal and frontal zones.

In a different set of experiments, when the FEF was reversibly inactivated using muscimol, contralateral hemi-inattention was again associated with greatest reduction in activity in the same region within the STS. Finally, when the authors inactivated this area of the STS directly with muscimol, they were able to produce selective contralateral visual inattention, demonstrating that this region plays a causal role in deploying spatial attention. Furthermore, these effects of reversible inactivation of the STS were not accompanied by any effects on eye movements (unlike what happened with inactivation of the SC or FEF, which appear to have a role in both overt shifts of gaze as well as covert shifts of attention).

Bogadhi et al. [1] consider this part of the STS to be potentially homologous to the tempo-parietal junction (TPJ) of human brains (Figure 1), an area which, when lesioned, has been implicated in a severe disorder of attention known as the neglect syndrome in humans [2–4]. Patients with neglect have typically suffered a stroke and fail to be aware of stimuli located contralateral to their brain damage — a contralesional deficit. However, a crucial puzzle that remains to be solved is why it is that neglect is far more severe and persistent after right hemisphere strokes, while inattention in monkey models occurs just as frequently with either left or right brain lesions.

One key insight might come from the fact that it has actually been difficult to produce a syndrome as severe as human neglect in monkey models of inattention (see [5]). Neglect in humans is defined by a deficit in the ability to be aware of contralesional stimuli even when given unlimited time to explore. By contrast the impairments reported by Bogadhi et al. [1] with temporary inactivation of the STS, as
well as some previous work with permanent lesions [6], describe effects which consist of difficulties in detecting briefly presented stimuli, not with free viewing. Moreover, such deficits were accompanied by visual extinction: failure to be aware of a transient contralesional stimulus when there is a simultaneous, competing stimulus presented on the same side (ipsilesional) as the lesion [1,6].

Research in humans has converged on a consensus that considers the neglect syndrome to consist of several different components [2–4,7]. Different patients might suffer from different combinations of cognitive deficits (Figure 2), but for neglect to manifest, a single deficit on its own might not be sufficient. One core component of neglect appears to be a directional bias in orienting attention towards the ipsilesional side. This might occur as a result of imbalance between homologous regions in the left and right hemispheres after unilateral brain damage, although it might also be due to an ipsilesional shift of the centre of attention [8]. The directional bias is evident when neglect patients view a homogenous visual array [9] or even in the dark [10].

A second component deficit commonly observed in neglect is a directional bias in the competition for selection, such that ipsilesional objects win over contralesional ones for selection [9,11]. This echoes the phenomenon of visual extinction [12,13]. The bias in competition in neglect can be overcome by making contralesional items more physically salient, for example, brighter [9]. But neither the directional bias in orienting attention nor the bias in the competition for selection provides a compelling explanation for why, with unlimited viewing time, neglect patients’ contralesional exploration of space is so limited.

One strategy deployed to establish other component deficits in neglect has been effectively to test performance without the confounding effect of any directional bias. This has been achieved by presenting stimuli centrally, at fixation or in a vertical line. Under these circumstances, it has been possible to reveal that some patients with left-sided visual neglect following right hemisphere stroke also have impairments in deploying attention when stimuli are presented in a rapid stream at fixation [14]. Other patients have extremely limited spatial working memory, so they cannot keep track of locations they have already attended to [15]. Still others are unable to sustain attention over time [16]. When one or more of these components are combined with a directional bias in orienting or selection (Figure 2), an ipsilesional orienting of attention with little likelihood of contralesional exploration would be expected.

Such a multi-component model of neglect is consistent with the fact that many different brain regions are often compromised by natural lesions such as stroke [2–4,17]. By contrast, most monkey models have used highly focal lesions and therefore may give rise to only one component of the neglect syndrome, as is likely in the work of Bogadhi et al. [1]. Indeed, when focal lesions occur to the attention network in humans, it is possible to demonstrate such components without the full-blown neglect syndrome (for example [2,12,13,18,19]).

But such an explanation, on its own, is unlikely to account fully for the differences between inattention observed in monkey models and natural human lesions. Even large strokes in monkeys do not reproduce the full neglect syndrome that is observed in humans [20]. What seems to be required for neglect in humans is large right hemisphere strokes. This suggests that some key cognitive components associated with neglect might be lateralised to the right hemisphere. The emergence of language in the left hemisphere of humans is often invoked as the evolutionary pressure for differentiation between the two cerebral hemispheres. But what is it that the right hemisphere is specialized for?

The possibility that right hemisphere systems might be specialized for early orienting of attention or competition for selection seems unlikely because directional biases in these parameters can be observed after either left or right hemisphere damage to humans [19] — as well as monkeys [1,6]. Some have argued for a special role of the human right TPJ in reorienting attention to salient new events, rather like an interrupt switch [3].
scale simultaneous inactivations of attentional nodes across a hemisphere in macaques can produce anything like the neglect syndrome in humans.
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